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Abstract
The development of human civilization is related to the constant change of economic formations, and the current social and economic situation is determined by such concepts as Society 5.0, Fourth, and Fifth Industrial Revolutions (FIR, FiIR). The paper aims to estimate the change of human role in each economic formation caused by industrial revolutions. A structured review methodology with a focus on biological, labor, and personal entity of human within the industrial revolutions is used. The description of the changes between the biological, labor, and personality entities of human in various socio-economic formations is discussed. The human as a biological entity is not changed in the first four industrial revolutions, while the FiIR tries to change the biological entity through augmenting the physical capacity. The human as a labor entity is not changed in the first three industrial formations, while the FIR tries to replace the majority of physical human jobs and opens the gate for creative economy and decisions-making. The direct labor participation is minimized within FIR since the economic systems move to the transition to the dominant role of cyber-physical systems. The personal human development is triggered within the FiIR, since informational diversity in economic systems is actualized, and conditions for creative jobs within the creative economy are formed.

The biological, labor, and personality entities of human are sequentially actualized within the economic formation caused by industrial revolutions.
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INTRODUCTION
The humanity is undergoing the complex innovative transformations that provide a phase transition to a new socio-economic formation. These changes gradually lead to three industrial revolutions that affect the dynamics of socio-economic systems. The social phenomena of Third, Fourth and Fifth Industrial Revolutions are radically changing the production basis, lifestyle, and activities of people. Klaus Schwab, the President of the World Economic Forum in Davos, shares the same understanding of social development. Schwab (2017) outlined the dates and content of the previous industrial revolutions. Thus, the First Industrial Revolution (1760–1840) has introduced mechanical production, where the steam engine and the construction of railways sparked it. The Second Industrial Revolution (late nineteenth century – early twentieth century) resulted in the emergence of mass production. It was based on the distribution of electricity and the introduction of the conveyor. The development of computers, including personal computers (PCs), the introduction of semiconductors, the “digital” transition, and the creation of the Internet formed the basis of the

The analysis in these publications is mainly based on the technological aspects of economic transformation. The authors of this article go further, exploring the role and place of human in the implementation of modern industrial revolutions. The paper aims to estimate the change of human role in each economic formation caused by industrial revolutions. Also, the paper investigates the problems that have to be solved in the implementation of each of the industrial revolution.

1. THEORETICAL BASIS

Since the beginning of the 21st century, humanity experiences the era of a phase transition to a new socio-economic formation. Its contours are associated with the socio-economic and cultural development strategy of human civilization under the code name “Society 5.0” (Eng. Society 5.0 or Super Smart Society). Denisov (2014) and Cabinet office (2019) assume that such society would use information and information technology in all spheres of life. Keidanren (2017) suggests the following types of socio-economic formations: 1.0: society of hunters and gatherers; 2.0: agrarian society; 3.0: industrial society; 4.0: information-oriented society. It means that during the formation of Society 4.0 with its disruptive innovations the basis for the development of information society has appeared. The invention of computer led to the mass use of personal computers (PCs) and computerization of society. The Internet with remote operation Wi-Fi mode, and digital systems formed the basis for the creation of artificial intelligence, robots, and 3D printers. Informational changes of governmental financial capacity help to smooth the military conflict results, since it develops the financial products concept based on the idea of the peaceful economy needs (Vyhovska, Polchanov, Frolov, & Kozmenko, 2018). During the first two decades of 21st century, the world economy faced the appearance of new currencies (including cryptocurrencies) and faced the development of new payment systems, which have drastically changed the current view of business models. For that reason, the financial technologies and their innovations are considered highly valued for startups (Haber, D’yakonova, & Milchakova, 2018).

The formation of Society 5.0 involves the creation of the internet of things, the active use of artificial intelligence (AI), the tremendous progress of biotechnology, the creation of new materials with unprecedented properties, the leading role of cyber-physical systems, the implementation of the control functions of cloud technologies, etc.

The transition to Society 5.0 happened during the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0) based on the disruptive technologies. Rifkin (2013) as one of the ideologists of the European “green” revolution thinks that the Second Industrial Revolution happened in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The Third Industrial Revolution (TIR), initiated by the EU countries, started in the late 2000s. It is aimed at the solution of global environmental problems and building a green economy. The green economy aims to tremendously reduce the material and energy intensity of socio-economic systems through alternative energy, additive technologies, and horizontal production/consumption systems. Rifkin (2013) formulates the key areas of TIR in the EU: 1) green energy development, 2) the use of infrastructure facilities (in particular, roofs and facades of buildings) for renewable energy installations, 3) the formation of powerful and efficient energy-saving systems, 4) the creation of the in-
formation and energy system (EnerNet) to control the processes of energy production and distribution; 5) electrification of transport.

To conclude this section, the structured review of recent publications devoted to economic systems transformations under the industrial revolutions is presented in the Table 1.

Table 1. The economic systems transformations under the influence of industrial revolutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigators</th>
<th>Focus of the study</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industry 4.0</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piccarozzi, Aquilani, and Gatti (2018)</td>
<td>Outline future avenues of Industry 4.0</td>
<td>Sustainability issues are relevant at each step of Industry 4.0. Underlines the changes in management aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayashi, Sasajima, Takayanagi, and Kanamaru (2017)</td>
<td>International Industry 4.0 standards</td>
<td>International standardization of smart manufacturing is expected to spread to social life, the living environment of the general public, leading to the realization of a smarter society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajnai and Kocsis (2018)</td>
<td>Enterprise Readiness Assessment for Industry 4.0</td>
<td>Industry 4.0 achievements should be actively used by the management of each business in the direction of new digital strategies development and digitalization of company in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fettermann et al. (2019)</td>
<td>The influence of Industry 4.0 approaches on operation management</td>
<td>Industry 4.0 approaches are most efficient at technological management and just-in-time manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oztan and Gursev (2018)</td>
<td>Empirical and theoretical research to develop systematic approach respective assessments of Industry 4.0</td>
<td>Robots, implanted technologies, independent decision-making, artificial intelligence, 3D printing creates the core of industrial sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcácer and Cruz-Machado (2019)</td>
<td>Industry 4.0 approaches at manufacturing environments</td>
<td>Refers to architecture model for Industry 4.0 subdividing at different levels including asset, integration, communication and functional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halaška and Šperka (2018)</td>
<td>Use of proper tools in Industry 4.0 to maintain efficiency in horizontally and vertically related business operations</td>
<td>Technical approaches (process mining) used in business process management at the operational level to enhance Industry 4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|**Industry 5.0** | | |
|Hayashi, Sasajima, Takayanagi, and Kanamaru (2017) | Standardization of data formats, models, system for Society 5.0 architecture, etc. | Overview of international standardization trends concerning utilization of intelligent devices and function blocks, their engines, wireless communication technology, safety and security, energy management and efficiency for Society 5.0 |
|Paschek, Mocan, and Draghici (2019) | Evaluating the business impact of Industry 5.0 | Industry 5.0 accentuates clear change from mass automation to the process of enhancing capabilities of human for achieving personalisation by product customization to the next level |
|Kurzweil (2005) | Merge of machines and humans intelligence | Exponential growth of economic system and accelerating returns |
|Mihardjo, Sasmoko, Alamsyah, and Elidjen (2019) | Experience-agility innovation model within Industry 5.0 | Customer own experience combined with organizational agility is considered to promote competitiveness at Society 5.0 |
|Pathak, Pal, Shrivastava, and Ora (2019) | Core dimensions of integrating human advanced technology | The Industry 5.0 is expected to stop the race of robotic automation |
|Skobelev and Borovik (2017) | The convergence of technologies from internet of things up to emergent intelligence | Outlining modern technologies – from internet of things up to artificial intelligence being implemented to business. The convergence of technics would link the Industry 4.0 to Society 5.0 |
one case are called a separate information-oriented phase (Schwab, 2017; Schwab et al., 2018), in another case, Rifkin (2013) includes the same phenomena in the final stage of the Second Industrial Revolution.

We must admit that at present, mankind lives in the era of three industrial revolutions simultaneously. Each of them solves its problems, but together they realize a phase transition to an unprecedented socio-economic formation, as shown in Figure 1.

The above classifications of the transformational shifts of human civilization quite accurately describe the most characteristic features of critical periods in social development. At the same time, a change in the technological basis of the productive forces of society is a predominant feature for classification. Having presented the main concept of industrial revolutions, it is necessary to discuss the transformation of human biological, labor, and social capacity within the main industrial formations.

2. RESULTS

A structured review methodology with a focus on biological, labor, and personal entity of human within the industrial revolutions is used to critically select the research papers. Ukrainian philosophers Bobrovskiy (1973) and Bobrovskiy and Melnyk (1992) considered that a humanitarian approach could be based on the idea of the trinity of humans. Bobrovskiy (1973) claimed that each person represents a single system formed by a triad of: “bio,” “socio,” and “labor.” The “bio” basis is formed by the material nature of human and is realized through physiological metabolism. The “socio” basis is an intangible informational source of the personality. The “labor” basis is a person’s ability to do work by integrating the “bio” and “socio” bases. The difference in the essential origins of human determines the formation of three different groups of needs, which in many ways are mutually contradictory (see details in Melnyk, 2014). This theory allows presenting the evolutionary trajectory of humans in the light of revolutionary civilization transformations. Thus, the First Industrial
Revolution gave a start to the physical emancipation of man. Such opportunities appeared with the invention of the machine and its use in the most labor-intensive operations. “Labor” basis showed the best personal qualities. The development of machine production increased the demand for the personal characteristics of “labor” (mental labor, initiative, organizational abilities, etc.). The expansion of machine production also led to an increase in the needs of the personal qualities of workers.

The Second Industrial Revolution marked the formation of the industrial sphere of production in all diversity of its technological and institutional bases. “Black collars,” i.e., manual workers, were massively replaced by white-collar workers, i.e., mental workers. However, in production, not only intellectual abilities were needed but also resourcefulness, determination, psychological stability, vision, etc., in other words, a variety of skills. Along with ensuring universal literacy, this gave an impetus to the development of other personal qualities. Industry 2.0 caused total informatization of human needs. Except physiological needs of human “bio”, goods with information content for labor and personality bases went into mass production and consumption. In the conditions of the Second Industrial Revolution, personal basis is more clearly manifested and strengthened. Humans become more and more socialized through labor and social communication. In conditions of the Third Industrial Revolution, this quality is further developed. The internet introduced the network forms for further formation of collective (synergetic) qualities of human development at the same time, Hens, Shkarupa, Karintseva, and Kharchenko (2018) stated that human gradually turns into a network, which can act due to the principle of sustainable development – “think globally - act locally.” Mynhardt, Makarenko, and Plastun (2017) analyze the progress, instruments of standardization and regulation of sustainability reporting for better investment decision-making.

In the conditions of Industry 4.0, a person produces less and less physical labor. If earlier a person tried to use robots only for harmful, dangerous and monotonous operations, now the use of machines – cyber-physical systems – in the production is constantly increasing. Melnyk, Derykolenko, Kubatko, and Matsenko (2019) prove that the internet of things can function without humans. Human is necessary only as a final consumer of goods and services. The educational sphere is considered to be the key driver of successful adaptation to new economic realities. Thus, the ability of high skilled personal production and proper managerial practices promotes national economic development. The same is supported with Oskoooi and Ajali (2017), where social capital and entrepreneurs are as important as industrial revolutions. To conclude this section, the structured review of recent publications is devoted to social systems transformations under the industrial revolutions (see Table 2).

It seems that the centuries-old human dream is being realized. Human is being released from physical labor and production functions. Prerequisites are being created for the social development of the personal basis. However, these are just prerequisites. We doubt if a person can completely realize his personal development without participating in the complex tasks of designing the planet’s life support systems. Creating the conditions for social progress is a complex social task.

Industry 5.0 is aimed at solving this problem. It is aimed at production and consumption “personalization” (from the English personality). Fifth Industrial Revolution actualizes the information diversity in economic systems, since conditions of creative jobs within the creative economy are formed.

The objective necessity of the modern human civilization development is the transition to a new socio-economic formation. The key features of this formation are caused by completely objective circumstances, including the urgent need to reduce the volume of material metabolism of economic systems to the carrying capacity of the planet’s ecosystems, i.e., their ability to reproduce the resources and recycle the waste. This task means a radical decrease in the material and energy intensity of economic systems. This can be realized based on a mass transition to alternative (renewable) energy sources and additive technologies of material production using 3D printers (Sineviciene, Sotnyk, & Kubatko, 2017; Sotnyk, 2016). The report of the International Energy Agency informs that alternative energy projects over the past four years are
being implemented faster than planned. Today the share of renewable energy sources in the electric power industry has reached 26% and can increase up to 30% by 2024 (Vasylieva, Lyulyov, Bilan, & Streimikiene, 2019b; Lyeonov, Pimonenko, Bilan, Štreimikiene, & Mentel, 2019; Yevdokimov, Chygryn, Pimonenko, & Lyulyov, 2018). In 30 countries, the cost of renewable electricity is equal to the cost of electricity generated by burning fossil fuels. Additive technologies based on 3D-printers demonstrate great opportunities with theoretical material efficiency about 97%. Therefore, the multiple reductions of environmental impact are expected. Additive production methods can reduce the waste compared to subtractive (traditional) methods by 90% (Telegraf, 2019).

The mentioned changes characterize only the “upper part of the iceberg” of multidimensional phase transition. This is what mankind on the way to a new formation will have to complete. As a result of the implementation of these transformations, the productive forces and production relations should fundamentally change. An integral component of this systemic phenomenon will inevitably result in total informatization (“digitalization”) and networking of society. Mishenin, Koblianska, and Mishenina (2015) highlight that it will result in mass automation of production and consumption of “smart” economic goods, transition to horizontal (distributed) interaction between economic agents and the green-led restructuring of supply chains, the formation of a solidary economy, etc. The green economy pays attention to all stages of the product’s life: from production to recycling. Especially a lot of questions arise to the stage of recycling solar panels and electronics (Coleman,
2016), to the organization of a paperless working environment (Tyhulu, Sibande, Zilwa, Langa, Hollis-Turner, & Bruwer, 2016). It is not by accident that today the future society and the corresponding economic system are called differently, depending on the basic aspect, which a researcher considers as a key classification feature. Some generic names are “post-industrial,” “information,” “network,” “digital society,” “knowledge society,” “Society 5.0.” The upcoming economic system is acquiring a suitable name. It is called “new,” “digital,” and “information.” Such an economy can also be called sustainable, as it ensures the achievement of sustainable development goals.

The inevitable stage in the development of productive forces should be the independence of artificially created cyber-physical systems based on their self-reproduction and self-organization. This is the result of the system integration of the components of social life inspired by the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0). First, we should mention the internet of things, artificial intelligence, robotic systems, “cloud” technologies, nanotechnologies, and additive systems (Table 3).

Such trajectories appear not only as a result of the technical capacities of the scientific progress of production systems. It happens due to the vital need for technical systems development. They reached the limit beyond which a person cannot control the state of their parameters neither in time, nor in space, nor in physical characteristics. Further development of the technosphere created by human is possible only in conditions of self-organization, self-control, and self-repro-

Table 3. Forecast of the most important developments in the internet of things for 2025

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Important consequences</th>
<th>Double effect option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The beginning of mobile phone implementation</td>
<td>Improving the effectiveness of treatment, personalizing data, monitoring the location of children</td>
<td>Privacy violation; reduced data security, addiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About 10% of people's clothing is connected to the Internet</td>
<td>Personalization of clothing; health monitoring; self-managed treatment</td>
<td>Privacy violation; reduced data security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One trillion sensors connected to the internet</td>
<td>Improving resource efficiency; productivity growth; improving the quality of life; environmental monitoring; improving safety; cheaper services</td>
<td>Breach of confidentiality; job loss for unskilled workers; increased risk of hacking and reduced security; increased complexity and danger of losing control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 50% of home internet traffic is expected to come directly from devices (neither entertainment or communication)</td>
<td>Improving the efficiency of the use of resources and energy; comfort increase; increased security</td>
<td>Vulnerability to crime and cyber-attacks, reduced privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The emergence of the first government, replacing a significant part of the channels for obtaining information (for example, census) with big data sets</td>
<td>An increase in the number of decisions made in real-time. Improving and speeding up decision making. An open information data set for potential investors. Resource-saving and saving time. Simplification of procedures for citizens. The emergence of new jobs</td>
<td>Concern over privacy. Loss of traditional jobs. Risks of abuse of information (algorithm) owners. Risks of declining confidence in the government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% of self-driving electric vehicles on the roads of leading countries are expected</td>
<td>Reduced stress and road rage. Improved security. The increasing mobility of old people and people with disabilities. Improving electric vehicles and reducing emissions</td>
<td>Loss of jobs (taxi and truck drivers). Income loss from traffic tickets. Increased risk of hacking and cyber-attacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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duction of its components. In particular, widespread nanotechnology can be implemented only through the self-organization of computer and processor systems. The same can be said about other components of the future technological environment: the internet of things, the Cloud, smart networks, smart finances, and biotechnology. Schwab and Davis (2018), Skinner (2018), Harari (2018), and Bilan, Rubanov, Vasylieva, and Lyeonov (2019) study this topic and predict such perspectives.

3. DISCUSSION

The Fourth Industrial Revolution allows solving a complex of economic, social, and environmental problems. However, humanity faces serious challenges. First, there is the danger that humans could lose control of the development of artificial intelligence and technological cyber-physical systems; second, there is a risk of social (personal) degradation. In conditions of the internet of things, a person does not need to work hard to provide him with the necessary means of subsistence.

Both dangers are inevitable. One of the principles of nonlinear thinking states, if something cannot be prevented, then one must head it. Humanity is following this path, initiating the Fifth Industrial Revolution. The main direction of research is the struggle for the human himself. This goal is transformed into two key tasks: to return a person to the production sphere and personalize the satisfaction of human needs. The solution to the first problem determines the transformation of the production sphere in such a way that a person can maximize her creative potential. Production should require not only certain competencies of the person-manufacturer but also her desire to create in harmony with her inner personal needs.

Personalization of consumption implies a transition from mass production of standard products and services to the satisfaction of everyone’s specific individual needs. But this is only one side of the coin. The English word “personalization” means not only the satisfaction of individual demand, although includes it. The current customization process means the individualization of products to the orders of specific consumers. Personalization, however, involves the satisfaction of personal needs, ensuring his/her social development. This is ultimately the leading goal of the sustainable development.

CONCLUSION

The biological, labor, and personality entities of human are sequentially actualized within the economic formations caused by industrial revolutions. The emergence and development of the last three industrial revolutions is natural due to the logic of social development of human in the specific natural conditions.

The human as a biological entity comes into contradiction with the natural environment during the Second Industrial Revolution and it is only the Third Industrial Revolution, that increases the efficiency of production systems, solving the problems of the global environmental crisis.

The human as a labor entity is overloaded during the first three industrial revolutions and it only the Forth Industrial Revolution, which replace majority of physical human jobs and opens gate for social and solidarity economy. The Fourth Industrial Revolution also creates a global unity of self-governing cyber-physical systems, where the human as a biological entity is not changed.

The human as a personality is overloaded during the first four industrial revolutions, while the Fifth Industrial Revolution creates the opportunities for deeper personalization development. The Fifth Industrial Revolution also tries to change the biological entity through augmenting the physical capacity, which creates definite threats to the human entity in general.
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